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Social Distancing? What’s that all about? Blackpool around 1910.

Next train to Blackpool

Friends, running trains & a brew at Carleton Junction.... Andrew
Jolley & Tony Waring.
Andrew Jolley writes: regretfully my planned ‘Open Day’ on Sat 4th July had to be postponed due to the
sudden change in the weather. It went downhill from the Wednesday and on the Thursday my garden was a
bit wet to say the least. The first picture was taken on Saturday, You should have seen it on the day before, I
needed my wellys on to venture to the shed. I did contact those who said they were coming, to postpone it to
a later date, hopefully before summer ends and we start back at Altrincham.

I wouldn’t have minded but it was lovely the week before when I had a running session on the Thursday for
my local club members. That turned out to be the hottest day of the year.

Tony Waring writes: Fortunately, the weather was much improved when Andrew later held a weekend of
running for friends. The regulation six persons were present on the Saturday, and four of us were there on
the Sunday, to enjoy a chat and watch the trains run past. Overnight on the Saturday Andrew was kind
enough to do a bit of soldering for me, (I am hazardous with a soldering iron in hand!) which meant that my
newly commissioned Pippa the Pigmobile and a newly acquired 060 R/C loco could run.
Sunday we were treated to a visiting Blue Train, headed by the stunning Mogul.
Andrew adds: The weather was in our favour this time and even though there was a cool breeze on the
Saturday the sun shone on both days. A good time was had by all, even with strict the guidelines in operation.
We had a variety of trains running including American, Continental and British, which was good to see and
we also had a visit from Mickey Mouse and Goofy on their gandy-dancer. It was the first time I used my
recently acquired LGB track cleaner and after replacing the cleaning wheel disc pads it certainly did the job.
Twice around each track and passing loops and everything ran fine. The only time I had to use my trusty
track cleaning block on a stick was to clean the points properly.

l

Building the Bertram Heyn Löthain station kit. By Bruce Newell
The second Bertram Heyn kit building which I’ve built recently is a model of the station building at Löthain in
Saxony. (An account of the first kit was published in the recent G Scale Journal: ed.) It is one of a number of
identical station buildings on the Wilsdruff network, in this case specifically on the Garsebach to Lommatzsch
section. The Wilsdruff network was home to many of the VI K locomotives recently modelled by LGB and
was connected to the Mügeln network.
The basic shell consists, as usual for Bertram Heyn’s buildings, of Komatex walls and a base. The overlays
are Plasticard and stick straight onto the walls. Photographs probably don't give an idea of scale or overall
size, except that it's plainly "quite big" compared to many model buildings.

As with the Schönbach kit, it is up to the builder how much you decide to paint. The walls of these buildings
were generally green - seemingly "Reseda Green", RAL 6011 - and a can of suitable paint was sourced.

The wooden overlays and door were painted brown in RAL 8012 in order to protect the Plasticard. As with
the Schönbach kit, I decided that the brickwork also needed to be picked out with yellow cement between
red bricks; fiddly, but I think worthwhile and actually easier than it first seemed.

The roof is supplied in five interlocking sections. In addition, it is for the builder to cut out tile overlays to fit.
There are little supports for the eaves, and although the holes in the walls are quite large enough, the ones
in the façade overlay were not. A sharp blade resolved that easily enough.

I also fitted a couple of lamps; the real station may only have had one, but two give a spread of light where
it’s needed.
Dottendorf station lost some of its magic for me when the new curved platform went in and the existing
building could no longer sit on its base plate. I do like the building, which I've owned for over 30 years now,
and it won't be discarded. The Bertram Heyn kit sits well, and the weather (and the blackbirds) will soon
ensure it gets grubby. Both the café/bar and the signal box are quite large models, especially when
compared to the church, so the proportions seem reasonable to my eye.

The model building has an imitation felt roof, as photos from the late 1960s/early 1970s show a rather
dilapidated building with the roof in particular not in good condition and really no evidence of the diamond felt
tiles many of the buildings have today. Moreover, the plastic sheet supplied with the kit as a roofing overlay
didn't really convince. Anyway, it'll have to do - I've no more black masonry paint!

Lockdown Construction and Maintenance By Stuart Gammon
The descent into lockdown back in March made me think: “This is the time to construct those buildings I
received as gifts, buy more and sort out my garden railway.” I had been given several Modeltown kits for my
birthday in December and Christmas – a garden shed, Granny’s thatched cottage and a brick shop/pub – so
I set to work building and painting them. I added to these by purchasing a high level signal box.
Having settled on (Red) Araldite as the best adhesive, I decided to buy the more expensive syringe
dispensers rather than the pairs of tubes, as they are much easier to use and make sure the right quantities
of the two components are dispensed each time. This was definitely the right glue, as it gave me around 10
minutes to mix and apply, and started to set within an hour. For the cottage, I found a tip on how to make the

thatch look a bit more realistic using a couple of coats of Danish Oil; this was initially a bit shiny, but that has
now weathered off.
The kits themselves are straightforward to build, but care has to be taken to make sure that the walls meet
correctly at right angles! When it came to painting, I used acrylic paints, which cover easily and provide a
nice, weather resistant finish.
Having built these kits, I decided that I needed a better station, so I purchased Modeltown’s Station Master’s
House and Ticket Office buildings, and a set of platform sections. These kept me busy for several months
and now have pride of place on the railway.
Next, I wanted to sort out the coupling arrangement on my Roundhouse Silver lady loco (“Lady Linda”) which
– with the standard chain links - had been giving me a lot of trouble negotiating tight (R1) curves. It had a
tendency to buffer lock and/or pull the wagons off and derail itself! As most of the rolling stock which I use
with the loco is Accucraft, and uses ‘chopper’ couplings, I initially tried replacing the standard couplings with
Swift Sixteen Chopper couplings, but these had two problems – firstly the hooks are too thick, and secondly
they do not swivel (unlike the standard couplings on the Accucraft stock). So, I decided to acquire and install
genuine Accucraft Z2 couplings, which did the trick. Should have thought of that in the first place!
Now everything was working, and the new buildings/station were installed I decided I needed some platform
accessories. So, having seen an advert in the Garden Rail magazine, I decided to buy wooden, laser cut
kits from North Pilton Works – picket fencing, station accessories (5 benches, two notice boards, two trolleys,
weighing machine, phone both), and two sets of crates (one large on pallets, one small stackable). These
kits are pretty good, made of 3-ply wood and easy to assemble using outdoor grade PVA glue. They will
need fully waterproofing using either outdoor paint or (perhaps) acrylic paint.
All in all. I’m very pleased with the results – although there’s still a bit of work to do – and am glad the
lockdown gave me the nudge I needed to build the kits.

Other news:
Mike Cullen from T&M Models, has been in touch saying:
We ceased trading last year, due to my health. (Discs in lower back! Not life threatening!) I have a lot of
stock that I would like to sell at a discounted price. I am at the moment putting a list together. If anyone
would like a copy, please contact me on: tm.models@btinternet.com
Tony Lewis reports: My G-scale outdoor layout was smashed to bits in that last storm and high winds we had,
I am unsure at this stage if it will be rebuilt, I think it's too much work for me to do now, and winter is on the
way.

From Richard Waller
My summer has seen no trains run in the garden. Instead heavy engineering to relevel the trackbed after the
destruction wrought by the heavy rains of the winter has been my spare time occupation. Spare time rather
than full time because, incredible though it may seem, having my Church closed by government fiat caused
more work than having it open! There was also the little matter of getting on with the project to put all our
2000 books onto an online catalogue. Then there was a hold up caused by my wife being very belatedly told
she had to shield, which meant it was unwise of me to go and buy stuff from DIY shops or builders
merchants.
An unlooked for extra was the need to paint the brick foundations concrete grey. Over the winter the ballast
had washed away on some of the slopes to expose bright white patches that looked really odd. Investigation
showed that the second hand brick from a painted interior wall, given me by a neighbour, had been laid gloss
white side up!
About 4 years ago I was quite ill with prostate trouble and was faced with a deteriorating railway that was
getting unrunnable but I was totally unfit to do any work on it. Hearing of this, two friends from another

church, who go on building projects for charity, kindly offered to come and lay the foundations for me and lay
and ballast the track. They had great fun, but as I was not well enough to supervise they didn't realise that a
brick painted on one face really ought to be laid with that face not showing! This oddity didn't show up until
this last winter when all the ballast simply washed out in the pounding rain.
I am not complaining of this kindness, of course. But for them I might not now have any railway at all and it
was easily fixed, just not what one would expect as a task when reballasting! It takes quite a while to do.
Washed out ballast has to go somewhere, and where some of it decided to go was to set up home under the
point where the track crosses the path, raising it by a full 2 inches. The problem wasn't obvious until I tripped
over it and smashed my glasses! For some reason this became the priority job once I had the new glasses. I
have salvaged some 50lb of ballast from places where it shouldn't be.
However, all is now nice and level and the track is going back down as I write. So hopefully the trains will be
running again this autumn. I would invite you all, but, alas, our covid19 unfriend is still with us and garden
visits are out of the question.
I did run trains once. In the brief interval between the lifting of lockdown and the imposition of special
measures in Greater Manchester I made a private visit to Peter Ainley's railway in Salford. I have included
some photos. I also visited the new exhibition layout to see what our 5 volunteers are busy building. They are
doing a good job and what is left is simple finishing off, detailed scenery and the like. It will be something to
see when done and it will be coming to St Albans Hall so we can all run trains on it. I am sure that but for the
delays caused by lockdown, it would be done by now. As the project is Bolton based, the builders have
sensibly abandoned all attempts to carry on for now. The first show booking is for next September, I am sure
it will be done by then.
Regretfully the problem the layout constructors had is also one for our monthly hall meets in Altrincham. I am
fairly confident that it will be 2021 before we can meet again. No chance before Christmas, unless there is an
extraordinary change in circumstances, I am sorry to say.
I do hope that despite our problems and inability to meet, you all had a good time running trains over the
summer.
Seen at Peter Ainley’s Railway:

A Covid-19 Summer Job By Derek Chapman
During last summer I experienced some running problems which I put down mainly to bad rail joints and only
having a single point of power supply from my Massoth central station. I now have something like 400+ ft of
track (I must get round to doing a more accurate measurement of it) and know that I am probably getting
near the limits of my control equipment. However, I had not had any real problems in previous years so I
decided that one solution was to take up all my track and make sure all the connections were good. I had
probably decided to do this before coronavirus came along but the enforced isolation gave me an ideal
opportunity to do the work necessary. I expected it not to be a quick job but now, in the middle of September,
I have only just finished! The nice weather we had in April and May was great but then June and July were
not so good and progress was a lot slower.
One thing I decided from the outset was that I was going to make sure the track was level and to screw it
down to the trackbed which is a mixture of paving slabs, breeze blocks and various other types of concrete
that I have used over the years. Previously, other than in certain locations, I have allowed the track to sit in
the ballast and whilst this worked well in the main, the track did tend to rise up and sit on, rather than in, the
ballast which didn’t help the stability of the track and running in general. I have added a couple of extra
power supplies and put some jumper cables between different sections of track that run close to each other.
I am also experimenting with fixing the ballast down, something I have not done before, in an attempt to stop
it being re-distributed by the local wildlife on to the garden and getting me in trouble with the gardener in the
family. I bought a tub of waterproof PVA, and looking at the methods of application on the back, it is not fully
waterproof unless mixed with cement. Therefore I am currently trying a mixture of diluted waterproof PVA
and a dash of cement. Too much cement can result in a grey paste rather than a pourable liquid. In the main
this seems to be holding the ballast down quite well but the winter will be the main test of how successful it
is. I applied it with a combination of an old washing up liquid bottle for the larger areas and a dropper for
round the track. This was not a quick operation. The mixture can tend to dry grey, if left on sleepers, probably
due to the cement content, so care is needed round the track. The one obvious drawback to doing this is that
if I need to take any track up for any reason, it is not going to be an easy task, but I’m hoping that this won’t
be necessary.
I read an article in Railway Modeller recently by a 16mm garden railway modeller advocating the use of SBR
(styrene-butadiene rubber) to fix ballast down. This is a latex based water resistant bonding agent. It dries
clear and apparently lasts longer than PVA, so I might experiment with that at some point depending on how
the PVA survives through the coming winter. Cost per 5 litre tub is comparable with waterproof PVA but
cannot be watered down so would be more expensive to use.
So that was my railway job for the summer, and with summer nearly over and the advent of leaves on the
line, I will probably not reap the full benefits of all the work until next year.

Recementing the trackbed

Newly completed area

The Naffingbahn Light Railway. By Russell Bolger.
My railway started in 1994 when my wife Pat thought that she would try to keep me at home a little more
often,(I spent most of my weekends and days off working on 12inches to 1 foot live steam) by buying an Ian
Pearce live steam W&Llr Countess. This ploy worked only slowly at first, as I built a couple of 45mm 2ft-6in
freelance battery electric RC locos with Brian Jones Mac V speed controllers and Dalee sound (not too
convincing.) Kit built and scratch built coaches & wagons followed, along with buildings by Model Town and
Lineside Delights, populated by Model Town, Sweetsixteen, and Back 2 Basics from the late Steve
Warrington. The first three photos are of the original railway, 1995-2012.

After a spell in and out of hospital and a downsize move, the period from 2014 to 2020 was spent collecting
LGB 760mm 45mm DCC locos & stock and building infrastructure walls, upright supports for the trackbed
and a train shed. Last year I got around to cleaning the track and pointwork. All Tenmille for DCC track power,
it was pretty grubby, not having been cleaned since new. Then, in lockdown this March, out came all the
storage boxes; everything had been packed away for the house move in 2014; the planning dept got to work
and all the buildings were repaired and repainted. The new layout is taking shape; just a dumb bell oval with
a passing loop station and goods yard. Much planting by the Parks & gardens dept. or 'er in doors, 0r should
that be 'er in t greenhouse?
The remaining photos show progress so far.

NWAG Diary Dates
Sadly, due to current circumstances there are no official meetings of the area group for the next few months.
Hopefully events will start again soon. However, in the meantime:

Llangollen Garden Railway Festival. From Pip Warne.
To update you on the show: We had to postpone again from next month to May 15th 2021. We had 54
traders booked for the October show. They have all been contacted and subject to prevailing conditions next
May, 52 have confirmed that they are still coming. The 2 others are still awaiting news of local shows that
have not yet fixed their 2021 dates. We have 3 new traders who are joining us and another 5 who are
possibles. All the layouts have confirmed that they are happy to be with us.
We will hopefully be safe and able to be back to relative normality, but will be abiding by the rules of the
venue which in turn are controlled by the Welsh Government rules.
Full details:
Llangollen Garden Railway Festival
May 15th 2021
10am to 4.30pm
Admission £10. Accompanied children under 16 free.
Website www.lgrf.co.uk

Many thanks to those of you who have contributed to this edition. Once more I have had an excellent
response. Keep it coming all of you! I am sure sterling deeds are being accomplished out there. For example,
have you any interesting conversions of propriety items you can tell us as about?
I have been advised that there may be a limit to the volume the email letterboxes of some members can
handle so I try to keep each edition within that, So if your contribution doesn’t make into one edition, please
bear with us, it will be in the next.
Deadline for the next Newsletter is 28th Dec.
Finally, my own railway had a recent visit from a celeb guru who wished to promote his message:
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